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How KMD ushers in the new year

In my last post last year I reminded
visitors that none of the mainstream white
nationalist forums has tried to answer my
main point about miscegenation in Latin
America, when Jews had no influence in

the Americas. Kevin MacDonald’s first article this year in The
Occidental Observer opens with these words:

Nathan Cofnas published a paper in the Israel-based academic

journal Philosophia: Philosophical Quarterly of Israel in

February of last year titled “The Anti-Jewish Narrative.” Andrew

Joyce wrote a masterful reply, “The Cofnas Problem,” while I

decided to try to publish a response in Philosophia. My paper

went through two rounds of peer review and was finally

accepted. It is the lead article in the January issue of

Philosophia, and is available as an open-access paper on

Springer Nature.

This is the first time I have attempted to publish an article on

Jewish influence in the mainstream academic literature since

The Culture of Critique was published in 1998 by Praeger, so it is

something of a milestone.

MacDonald is one of the most respected white nationalists in
America. I would like to respond to what he says about his
milestone by paraphrasing the article’s abstract, replacing terms
that refer to Jewry with terms that refer to Christian ethics. This is
MacDonald’s original abstract:

The role of Jewish activism in the transformative changes that

have occurred in the West in recent decades continues to be

controversial. Here I respond to several issues putatively related

to Jewish influence, particularly the “default hypothesis” that

Jewish IQ and urban residency explain Jewish influence and the

role of the Jewish community in enacting the 1965 immigration

law in the United States; other issues include Jewish

ethnocentrism and intermarriage and whether diaspora Jews

are hypocritical in their attitudes on immigration to Israel

versus the United States. The post-World War II era saw the

emergence of a new, substantially Jewish elite in America that

exerted influence on a wide range of issues that formed a virtual

consensus among Jewish activists and the organized Jewish

community, including immigration, civil rights, and the

secularization of American culture. Jewish activism in the pro-

immigration movement involved: intellectual movements

denying the importance of race in human affairs; establishing,

staffing, and funding anti-restrictionist organizations; recruiting

prominent non-Jews to anti-restrictionist organizations;

rejecting the ethnic status quo as a goal because of fear of a

relatively homogeneous white majority; leadership in Congress

and the executive branch.

What KMD says both in this article and in his trilogy on Jewry is
basically true. My objection is that it is short-sighted, in that it
doesn’t adequately consider the history of the white race outside
his nation. This is my paraphrase:

The role of the Catholic Church in the transformative changes

that have occurred in the West continues to be controversial…

On this side of the Atlantic, the post-Conquest era after 1521 saw

the emergence of a new, substantially Spanish elite in the

American continent that exerted influence on a wide range of

issues that formed a virtual consensus among the organised

Church and Catholic religious orders, including immigration of

blacks from Africa, civil rights for the native Amerindians, and

the Christianization of the Americas. The activism of the Spanish

and Portuguese crowns involved a pro-immigration movement

(in the following centuries more blacks migrated to the Catholic

Americas than to Protestant America); Christian movements

denying the importance of race in human affairs, and

minimizing white supremacy to the point of wholesale

mestization of the Iberian whites with both, native Amerindians

and imported blacks.

If you wonder where these blacks are in Latin America, the answer
is brutal: they have long since been genetically amalgamated with
the other races, so the average ‘mestizo’ is actually the product of
all three races.

Is it getting through that my ‘heliocentric’ paradigm replaces the
‘geocentric’ paradigm of the US racialist right? The policies of the
1965 Act that MacDonald mentions in his January 1st piece fall
within my own life span. By contrast, what Christians did on the
continent, ruining the DNA of those who came from the Iberian
peninsula, was perpetrated for centuries (the first cases of
interbreeding were consummated even before the Conquest of the
Aztec Empire).

But obviously, white nationalists will continue to ignore these
facts because confronting them would imply updating their little
paradigm! Incidentally, to the translation of Ferdinand Bardamu’s
essay into the language of Cervantes on why Europeans should
reject Christianity, I have added a brief prologue and an epilogue,
which can be read in the Spanish section of this site (here and
here).
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Painting of the day

Jean-Baptiste Auguste Leloir: Hommage
à l’Apothéose d’Homère d’Ingres (1827), Louvre.
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First 2022 post

by I.N.

Hello Mr César. First of all, allow me to express my deep gratitude
for feeling that my comment from exactly a year ago deeply
resonates with you. It is an honour.

Forgive me for my year-long absence. I had matters to attend to. I
saw your latest post as a personal challenge.

I hope this comment grants me access to your select group of SS-
like Seers (that side with your diagnosis which attributes Aryan
deracination primarily to Christian ethics, a realization yielded by
ample proof and recurring historical incidents largely ignored and
frowned upon by most racialist circles who stubbornly choose to
remain unaware of the underlying problem that renders Whites
vulnerable to infiltration and subversion) and zealots devoted to
the manifestation of our pure and unquenchable desire to watch
or at least contribute to the eventual absolute and uncontested
domination of the Aryan superman over the entirety of this globe
with the conquest of the farthest outreaches of the universe being
our ulterior aim, perfectly summarized in your 4 & 14 words
maxims that match the inherent will of the Cosmos to create a
Species that reflects the incessant 14 billion year process of
cultivating a refined life form able to withstand successfully the
Void that awaits everything post-mortem (does it remind you of
Savitri Devi’s ‘Men Against Time’ analogy?) and give meaning to
this volatile and inexplicably occurring activity called existence.

If the Aryan descendants millions of years into the future (or even
less if we take into account exponential growth) cross a certain
ontological threshold aided and streamlined by sensible use of
advanced technology (a prerequisite for such an endeavour) which
emphasizes and focuses first and foremost on their eugenic
perfection, there might come a point where the achievement of
virtual immortality by delving into the fabric of the quantum
nexus and bending it at will becomes a reality.

I have long been anticipating the right moment to share this
because the situation regarding the commenters that abuse your
unwarranted patience and prove that the investment of your
precious time in trying to preach the truth and enlighten them has
become intolerable.

With all due respect, I am inclined to suggest a compromise.

Set some golden inviolable rules whose disregard means
unforgivable sacrilege and instant irreversible ban and have a link
that redirects to this post appear on the sidebar.

Commenters will be forbidden from ignoring the following
statements among others which you might want to add yourself.
Just off the top of my head: Anyone who uses proxy IPs shall be
banned without warning unless they are commenters like
Mauricio who have repeatedly proved their gravitas. Remember
that Virtual Private Networks will be a necessity once we start
operating in the Dark Web to keep government agencies looking
to undermine our struggle off our backs.

1. No belittlement of The 4 Words [Let’s ‘eliminate all
unnecessary suffering’].

Eliminating unnecessary suffering is the other core tenet of your
seemingly dual but deeply complex and multifaceted ideology that
derives from your decades-spanning study of psychohistory and
can be applied to the observation of both the animal kingdom and
the human condition, and the need to correct and reengineer them
and breed a higher type of man capable of presiding over this
reconstructed and revitalized ecosystem with wisdom and
consideration for the pain inflicted to all sentient organisms and
act in synergy with Mother Nature to harmoniously govern and
direct the arrow of evolution down a sustainable path. A noble
attempt brought about by this well-intentioned intervention to
protect the integrity of all species worthy of being preserved and to
minimize needless pain as much as possible.

In this indifferent and cruel Universe where no regulator yet exists
to mend the astronomical pain that occurs daily, it is up to us to
take the Initiative and assume the role of establishing a natural
order that exacts justice by weeding out the offenders—bipedals
mostly, and others alike. Hermann Goering sent to concentration
camps the arrogant fools that opposed the decree that banned
vivisection. Let that sink in the minds of Neanderthals that ignore
our pleas to stop the torture of innocent animals.

2. Thinking that a worldwide technocratic dystopia is plausible
is grounds for elimination due to imminent energy
devolution.

Anyone who thinks the system will keep running after the societal
and financial collapse that will sweep the West due to the long-
overdue dollar crash whose effects we are currently witnessing is
increased in intensity and which will have an incorrigible impact
on the global economy is an idiot. Having the illusion that the
traitorous elites and uniformed personnel are going to impose a
universal totalitarian dictatorship enhanced by AI-controlled strict
surveillance where in exchange for basic freedoms you get
universal basic income and free virtual reality video-gaming
escapism is alarmingly dumb. People like this are either idiots or
actually prefer such a depraved sci-fi scenario to take place. Even
if that is their plan they are deluded and have miscalculated.

A future in which energy consumption from a constantly growing
and mentally passive and incompetent population of shitskins
(that can barely function in their day to day lives without big state
welfare at our expense or grasp rudimentary concepts, much less
work) exceedingly supersedes the rate, the percentage and the
quantity of the extraction, distribution, availability and
affordability of rapidly depleting natural resources, is
unsustainable and falls into the realm of childish science-fiction as
in reality it will result in severe scarcity of basic commodities
initially, oil shortages and mass starvation later on. An ideal
playground for the racially conscious, weapon wielding American
whites to decimate all opposition and expand their sphere of
influence to Europe as they free up and inhabit living space south
of the Rio Grande at the same time.

The perfect state of things to demolish this vain world and
indiscriminately extinguish both internal and external enemies.

Apollokult had made this mistake last December. Commenters
ought to pay attention to the arguments you have presented again
and again like Mike Maloney’s and Chris Martenson’s videos that
refute and deconstruct a digitalized, mechanized-cybernetically
embellished, densely populated, suffocation inducing urbanized
and industrialized-environment dystopia.

3. No supernatural nonsense that has no bearing on reality like
afterlife and reincarnation. Period.

It is a waste of valuable time. Not only because it is an insult to
logic and goes against the immutable law of nature and the
universe—namely, that everything whether organic matter /
sentient beings or inanimate matter eventually perishes at some
point and is subject to erosion / decay or as physicists call it, the
second law of thermodynamics / heat death / entropy and what
awaits after the cessation of consciousness is nothing but the
endless void of non-existence—a but mainly because it
demotivates the Aryans, makes them fatalist, prevents them from
seeking to improve their condition thus making them defy the
workings of nature that all beings must obey and deprives them
from attaining a genuine spirituality as you have posited many
times or attempting to transcend their lacklustre ego and in the
eloquent and accurate words of Pierce reach an elevated
consciousness.

Indo-European deities should be thought of by us as nothing more
than symbolic interpretations of natural phenomena and Aryan
racial archetypes whose myths contain wise allegories and
metaphors representative of the heroic ‘Hyperborean’ spirit.

Unfortunately, both the intellectuals and the masses of Aryans in
antiquity indulged in blind faith and superstition but we must cut
them some slack for the time they lived in.

4. No posting of comments whose subjects are completely
unrelated to racialism aside from picking apart the narrative
that argues that genetic causes of mental illness are
legitimate or take precedence over psychogenic factors when
the exact opposite is true according to your personal
experience and your thorough research into this most
disheartening and shunned subject.

However, would you say the same for hybrids who have a
multitude of incompatible racial components clashing within their
psyche? Wouldn’t that make them more susceptible to mental
issues and breakdowns? Of course, we don’t focus on mongrels but
otherwise healthy pure-blooded Aryans so any discourse about
other populations is irrelevant. Excuse me for diverging from
context a bit. I just think it needs some clarification.

 

______ 卐 ______

 

Note of the Editor: A first approach to this question could start
with my book Day of Wrath. Of all medical specialities, psychiatry
is the only one that lacks biological markers.

Psychiatry is an extra-legal system of penalties for those who
haven’t broken the law (remember that they wanted to commit
Commander Rockwell). A single example will suffice to illustrate
that the same happens with non-Aryans.

José Barba Martín, who once came to my house and knows Latin
and ancient Greek (I’ve heard him talking in Latin), was one of
Marcial Maciel’s victims of sexual abuse. He told me a psychiatric
horror story.

On one occasion he witnessed how a young Mexican victim,
during an event where Maciel was honoured by Catholic fans,
made a public sarcastic comment exposing Maciel. He was
immediately committed to a psychiatric ward and Barba didn’t
hear from him again.

People don’t seem to realize it but that is what psychiatrists do:
the dirty work to destroy a dissident who hasn’t broken the law,
under the pretext of ‘mental illness’ (an entity that is not even
defined in psychiatry). I have a blog in Spanish on the subject and
I could send you the link if you are interested in using an internet
translator to elucidate the matter a little further.

 

______ 卐 ______

 

If said comments betray an ‘adherence’ to conspiracy theory
hysteria on behalf of the commenters, then they must be ousted.

Retards shouting that fluoride in toothpaste and the water supply
and chemtrails are making us dumber; those who believe the new
5-G telecommunication technology is being implemented to fry
their nerve cells (as if they aren’t fried already) or to cause
terminal cancer cases to flare up; those who think Lee Harvey
Oswald did not act of his own accord but was hired by the Deep
State to assassinate JFK (leaving the courtroom is endemic to
conspiracy theorists), that 9/11 was an inside job; that the moon
landing was fake and filmed in a studio; those who believe aliens
are abducting people daily and transforming into humans, and
last but not least those that claim they have evidence that the
Illuminati and other secret societies are performing Satanic,
blood-sucking, child-raping and mutilating rituals are nuts and
they have no right to pollute your profound website with their
incurable stupidity.

Incidentally, they are Christians most of the time. What a surprise.

5. The Nordic ideal is the peak, the backbone and the
cornerstone of our self-evident belief.

Non-Nordic so-called ‘whites’ must accept that they are nothing
more than stepping stones for Nordids and failed test subjects in
this most intricate experiment called Life that evolution has
chosen to discard in favour of a more advanced, vigorous,
intelligent, beautiful and superior specimen and should sacrifice
their Ego at the sacred altar of the preservation of Nordic blood,
and preferably refrain from procreating to safeguard the future of
Aryan posterity and living out the rest of their days within a white
republic / living space and thus gain admiration for their self-
denial and the privilege of living among true whites so long as they
are determined to fight the racial enemy.

And who knows? They might be lucky enough to witness the dawn
of a new earth-spanning Aryan civilisation. In any case, only if
deemed beneficial and after thorough estimation of potential
outcomes should Aryans form a temporary alliance with them. I
call ‘lesser or pseudo-whites’ the swarthy Meds (whose origin is
ultimately Middle Eastern or North African), the pudgy and
broad-faced Baltids and Alpinids (whose origin is suspected to be
Mongoloid / Central Asian), the ill-tempered Dinarids and other
mixed West Caucasids. Sorry for using the Old Racial
Classification: it’s just that most aren’t very familiar with Evropa
Soberana’s new racial terminology.

In other words, this strategy should be employed to deal with most
of the inhabitants of Southern and Eastern Europe. These
phenotypes should not be classified as White by us racial
‘extremists’ (but realists) because they either have alien blood
desecrating their veins or they have become obsolete.

Certainly, the ideal solution would be to have them get devoured
by the exponentially growing coloured tidal wave of simians.
Physiognomic testing should be conducted SS-style to ascertain
who is White and the fields of genetic engineering and
anthropology must be merged into one science to establish a new
scientific branch that would allow us to venture into researching
human DNA with more accuracy and elaborate sophistication. A
vision that could have been materialized had the Reich emerged
victoriously.

It is obvious who is White though. The White Man is the healthy
virile blond beast that will rape the Sabine women and take up
arms to butcher the degenerate ruling class that has him
downtrodden and floods his ancestral lands with
anthropomorphic scum. The precursor to the arrival of the
Ubermensch. Has anyone else ever visualized this?

The pinnacle of evolution is a tall and lean Nordic male. His
counterpart is his trophy, his jewel, the crown of evolution: a
lovely Nordic female. They are both naked, sporting blazing,
radiant golden hair akin to the rays of the sun. Deep piercing blue
eyes more transparent and vibrant than both the sky and the
ocean.

Fair skin of identical complexion purer than snow. Her thighs are
resting gently on his shoulders and they hold hands. His hands
face upwards and softly cover her palms. He is the column on
which she stands, flourishes and thanks to whom she projects her
enchanting looks which resoundingly assert her unwavering
superiority. In the background behind them lies a majestic bucolic
landscape enriched by a waterfall that glows in the colours of the
rainbow as both the water and the two lovers posing for the canvas
are bathed in the warm sunlight. All this In the style of Maxfield
Parrish’s godly paintings. A sight to behold. An artistic feast for
the eyes that would make Zeus, Apollo and Poseidon themselves
jealous.

The Eternal Feminine is the only real mystical force of Nature that
can appease and satiate the ruthless Nordic warrior.

The Umwertung aller Werte requires a significant amount of time
to be embraced and to detoxify the Aryan psyche from the
deleterious effects of the sickening desert cult and all the offshoots
that have sprung from it in this two millennia of misery and
decadence that have befallen us (with occasional sparkles of
hope).

I believe that whites are by nature prone to complacency, greed
and avarice only after having encountered and coexisted with the
alien infantile races. We have to rectify that. The Indo-European
invasions have been taking place since the middle of the Neolithic,
covering most of the surface of the Eurasian landmass and have
always ended in disaster due to miscegenation. It is an innate
handicap leveraged by our competitors that start to become
audacious and clamour for equality to give even the slightest
advantage to the inferior races. Otherwise, the Aryans would have
conquered and cleansed the planet by the end of the Iron Age.

This deluded compassion needs to be purged no matter what.
Only after being liberated from the obsessive compulsion to feed,
clothe, shelter, educate, integrate and generally emancipate
parasites and ghastly monstrous bipedal abominations will they be
free.

6. No sympathising with Marxist, socialist, communist and
anarchist rebels, reactionaries and revolutionaries or
governments that are in effect still or have been dissolved
like the U.S.S.R.

The Left is a sworn enemy along with the oblivious conservatives,
and Adunaii was a repeated perpetrator as he endorses this race
treason insanity.

7. No promoting or apologizing to promiscuity or
homosexuality.

We have paid the price for not standing up to this. Erotic passion
should be confined between two individuals (unless in times of
crises and wars, when polygamy is necessary to ensure that
enough females are fertilized; otherwise the institution of
marriage is a solid foundation) of the opposite sex whose primary
concern should be to settle down and raise healthy children,
nurturing them with the values, ideals and principles
corresponding to our worldview which is in turn imposed by none
other than the insurmountable Natural Laws. As for
homosexuality, Himmler aptly addressed this matter in his speech
dissecting this pathology and linking it with the chastity of the
Catholic clergy.

Pederasty in Ancient Greece and Rome is another matter and we
should extrapolate to today nothing more other than the
acknowledgement, admiration and praise of male Aryan beauty
when at its prime. Seeing a beautiful androgynous Aryan boy
doesn’t mean that he arouses my sexual impulses and that I am
inclined to sodomize him. More like, I am jealous of the
unequivocal near feminine natural charm this male creature oozes
with and with zero hindrance exclusively in this fleeting timespan
as he transitions into adulthood.

8. No to showing indifference about the severe problem of
foreign cultural influences permeating our lives like listening
to corrosive music genres, or trying to find profundity and
qualitative themes supposedly beneficial to our cause in
Hollywood excrement like Fight Club.

In short: Normies aren’t allowed. We must instil in our youth
artistic idols of our glorious past worthy of praising and aspiring
to imitate and teach them the appreciation of classical art and
music and forge new customs that highlight the significance of the
sublime aesthetics that our ancestors cherished and worshipped
thanks to which our race once reached heights of mind-boggling
magnitude.

We have to limit the exposure of our vulnerable youth to profane,
insulting and degrading Negroid, Jewish and North Eastern
Mongoloid ‘art’ as failing to tackle this results in beautiful Nordic
ephebes listening to rap / trap / pop / rock / metal (i.e., mental
and spiritual poison) and speaking in African vernacular and
Aryan nymphs becoming fascinated or even infatuated with
disgusting dark coloured males en masse. Ditch the false notion
that degenerate art is innocuous.

9. No mercy and showing respect to the ‘right to a living space
for all peoples’, as Varg Vikernes does.

This includes: expressing support and solidarity to freedom
fighting third world locals (most often terrorist organizations and
affiliated sub-branches that have claimed white lives in the past
apart from the obviously CIA and Deep State-funded ISIS & Al
Qaeda) like Hamas and Hezbollah and military dictatorships like
Iran and North Korea that ‘bravely’ resist the ZOG and ‘stand up
to American Imperialism’—another transgression that Adunaii
can be accused of. We don’t care about the predicament inflicted
upon biological waste, that the weaponry of the US or NATO is
mowing down ‘innocent and unarmed civilians’ in bombing raids.
We care that it happens at the behest of Israel and it exasperates
us as many times it costs white lives and sucks dry the white
American and European taxpayer.

Sooner or later, all other hominid subspecies, even those that have
common enemies with us or have forged uneasy alliances with
whites in the past like Palestinians, Syrians, Iranians and
Japanese respectively, are to be sacrificed at the altar of the
doctrine of utter exterminationism like you espouse Mr César. Not
expulsion / racial segregation. It is obvious that William Pierce
preferred the former. You either hate or you die. Sparing
populations that pose a threat long-term is moronic and simply
delays the inevitable conflict.

10. No monocausalism.

The ugly desert rodents aren’t invincible despite having
monopolies on many industries, owning a multitude of
multinational corporations and exercising power over the State.
Whites are at fault for letting them infiltrate the judicial system
and pass anti-white legislation, for censoring white advocates and
for the brutal suppression of white dissidents who additionally are
being slandered and reprimanded on the media for standing up
for their racial preservation.

Aryans have been responsible for their decline for the entirety of
their history as they never could take sufficient measures to
preserve their precious fragile blood and keep it intact and secure
from the infection of primitive primate life forms. Every Aryan
civilisation that flourished crumbled throughout hundreds or
thousands of years because they failed to address the same
recurring challenge. They prioritized financial gain owing to slave
labour over racial prosperity and cohesion.

If it happens again, it will be the last time. It is victory or
obliteration. We must stop putting personal ambition above
collective racial benefit.

Anglo-Saxons in particular are guilty of this crime. They
condemned themselves to this Hell and have irrevocably damaged
our resolve to fight the inhuman hordes. Murdering the Third
Reich will spell their doom unless they act quickly, decisively and
coordinate their retaliation.

11. No defence of Christianity.

I need not say anything else on the matter. Abiding by the Gospel
of the crucified kike who never existed and whose worship was
spearheaded by our foremost enemy and still plagues us, equates
with ‘capital punishment’ for the offender.

Their churches will be demolished like they did to our temples and
statues and the clergy will meet a much more horrible end than
the one the Christians of the Middle Ages delivered to our priests.
If the Chosenites ever rebuild their Temple we must destroy it and
atop its ruins erect statues of these renowned anti-Semites:
Antiochus Epiphanes, Nero, Vespasian, Titus and of course of The
Fuhrer whose statue must surpass the rest in size and splendour.

12. No uncalled-for criticism of the Fuhrer except when
discussing strategic approaches he implemented throughout
the War and suggesting alternatives that might have
changed the course of History.

If anyone unabashedly mocks the Last Great White Man and his
Movement, he is a reprehensible traitor.

Whites should honour and pay tribute to their heroes and
forefathers (except for the Christians of the Middle Ages, the
‘Greatest Generation’—the worst—and the boomers) and strive to
surpass them. Especially their would-be saviour whose words and
actions reverberate to today and inspire us for greater deeds. Adolf
Hitler was right and if the West refuses to accept this fact it will
sooner or later be annihilated.

13. Before anyone wishes to comment on this site, they must at
least skim through the most important essays you have
pleaded they pay attention to like The Fair Race’s Darkest
Hour, William Pierce’s Who We Are and Hellstorm: The
Death of Nazi Germany among others, or read the selected
excerpts you have in your sticky post.

What do you make of my remarks Mr César? Do they align with
your directives?

I wish you a Happy New Year. May this decade mark a milestone
in the acceleration of the gradual paradigm shift from the
disastrous Happy Mode Whites have been entangled in for so long
to Angry Berserker Combat Mode.
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Last chance to save the comments section

‘A country has the Jews it deserves. Just as mosquitoes can

thrive and settle only in swamps, likewise the former can only

thrive in the swamps of our sins’. —Corneliu Zelea Codreanu

 

Claudius’ insult in the previous thread got
me thinking.

One of the signs of ideology or religion is
that—as Ferdinand Bardamu said at the
beginning of his essay now in English,

German, Spanish and French—it is not susceptible to logical
discussion. As soon as one questions the ideologue or religionist’s
core belief, one is met with an emotional response (such as
insults).

Remember that earlier this year I eliminated the comments
section for a month and a half, and I am tempted to do so for
good. The thing is that the spam filter is being bombarded by
banned sockpuppets, and sometimes it is difficult to distinguish
between a new commenter and a sockpuppet due to proxy IPs.

To make matters worse, those white nationalists who religiously
believe that Jewry is the primary cause of white decline are
unwilling to be persuaded by reason or even historical facts.
Consider Claudius mentioned above. Since July of this year I had
been trying to reason with him. It’s worth collecting my responses
from that month because I’ll link this post to this short article
(linked in the red letters of the sticky post). This is what half a year
ago I tried to communicate to the now-banned Claudius:

But this doesn’t respond to what I say: In his first novel he

[William Pierce] doesn’t criticise Christianity, only Jewry; and in

the second novel he puts a Christian preacher as a legitimate

way out of the current dilemma in the US. If the American Gore

Vidal published an anti-Christian novel (Julian) in the 1960s,

why couldn’t Pierce do the same in the 70s and 80s, when he

published his two novels?

Furthermore, the National Alliance doesn’t list Christianity as

the primary cause of white decline. It is a typical organisation of

American white nationalism with the difference that they aren’t

Christian.

The point of view of The West’s Darkest Hour is that Christian

ethics is the primary cause of white decline, not Jewry, which is

what American racialists believe. (That’s why they never tell me

anything when I mention the gigantic mestization in this

continent that occurred when their religion was supposedly

healthy.)

The difference is as big as believing in the geocentric system vis-

a-vis the heliocentric system: neither more nor less a paradigm

shift. That’s why this site is ignored by all main pundits of

American racialism. Nobody tries to answer what I say through a

solid essay-review; replying, for example, to what we say in the

books available from the sidebar.

A commenter replied: ‘Re: your Latin American argument. Can I
hypothesize that the Yankee mutt nationalists ignore your point
precisely because they are “racist”, i.e., Latin Americans are
subhumans to them and should not be counted for anything?’ I
responded:

The problem is that, what I say, happened even north of the Rio

Grande before the US war with Mexico. I am referring to the

states California, Nevada, Utah, most of Arizona, the western

half of New Mexico, the western quarter of Colorado, and the

southwest corner of Wyoming (and later, Texas). All this is

North America, and before belonging to Mexico they belonged to

New Spain, the viceroyalty of Spain.

The trick white nationalists do to self-delude themselves is to

ignore the history of their own land, since in those lands

miscegenation wasn’t frowned upon either, courtesy of the

Counter-Reformation ideology [i.e., Christian ethics] when it

belonged to Spain.

After Claudius intervened, I replied by quoting him (in bold):

However, we cannot underestimate the

terrible impact of the accursed ‘chosen

people’ on the White race.

Have I underestimated it? You are new to this site. Have you

read the masthead of this site, the essay on Judea vs. Rome?

Hitler (and most of the NS leaders) was not a

Christian, or a believer if you prefer, but he

did not waste time attacking the Church

when…

Again, old visitors of this site know that Hitler had to

compromise—elemental PR—in his speeches. But in his inner

circle he criticised Christianity more than Judaism.

…he knew that there was one enemy infinitely

more dangerous.

If this is true, how do you explain that in his table talks there are

more anti-Christian statements than anti-Semitic statements?

Put it this way: Christianity and Judaism

complement each other. But the driving force

in our downfall is Judaism.

Nope. The drive is that the white peoples let that a malicious

archetype take over their collective unconscious right after

Constantine. Again, you are new to this site. Have you read our

translations of Christianity’s Criminal History (see the

sidebar)?

The Jews have been the creators and

promotors of everything vile and destructive.

Driven by their messianic dreams and their

hatred for mankind they are the most

powerful and lethal enemy of the White race.

Don’t put the cart in before the horse.

It looks like you haven’t even read Pierce’s Who We Are or

Arthur Kemp’s March of the Titans: the only histories of the

white race written so far. They demonstrate that ethnosuicidal

miscegenation occurred in the historical past sans Jews, for

example the Aryans in India and right after the conquests of

Alexander the ‘Great’. That a blind will to imperialist power is

far greater ill than Jewish subversion is the moral of those two

histories.

After responding to another commenter (‘I am not saying that
Christianity is a bigger problem than Jewry, but that Christian
ethics is a larger problem than Jewry, since it includes the secular
ethics after the French Revolution and the birth of the US that
now infect all the West’), Claudius intervened again. My response:

… it seems to me that some people here have

become obsessed with Christianity making it

our chief enemy forgetting that the Jews are

in the driving seat. As I said, that is as absurd

as putting the cart before the horse.

You are talking like the proverbial white nationalist. This is the

last time I repeat it: This is not a WN site. If you want a WN echo

chamber please go to WN forums.

Christianity is an enemy… The Jews are at the

forefront in the fight for the destruction of

the White race and Western civilization and

cannot be considered a secondary enemy.

They are a secondary enemy. The main enemy of whites is

whites themselves, as proven in the sources I mentioned to you

above (incidentally, The Fair Race doesn’t contain essays

authored by me, only the prologue).

Most importantly they [the group of the late

Pierce] are 100% anti-Christian.

Have you listened to what I said above? It doesn’t matter

whether they are anti-Christian or not. What matters is if they

know that Christian ethics is the primary factor of white decline

(which includes secular, atheist ideologies throughout the West).

My final words in that thread to Claudius:

This is not a site for bicausal-A-type racialists like you. It is a site

for bicausal-B-type racialists.

You say you have been visiting this site for a while. If that’s true

you’d know that this site rejects either bicausalism-A or

monocausalism.

It looks academic. But in fact the difference is, as I said, as huge

as heliocentrism vs. geocentrism: the classic example of

paradigm shift.

If you aren’t going to change your paradigm after reading the

literature I recommend, my advice is that you move to more

conventional WN forums.

Before I eliminate the comments section I must give one last
chance to bona fide commenters who aren’t trolls, banned
sockpuppets or fanatic monocausalists.

This post is dedicated to those commenters who wish to know our
philosophy, the books on the sidebar: most of them available also
as PDFs so that he who cannot afford them can print them at
home.

To the new visitor: Before commenting on this site, please
familiarise yourself with the literature linked on the sidebar.
Thank you.
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Varg Vikernes quote

You should by now be aware of the fact
that Christianity is an immigrant religion;
it’s a Jewish religion, just like Islam. It’s
anti-European, and it was forced upon our
forebears.

If you haven’t understood this by now, it
must be because you choose not to

understand it. You don’t want to admit it. Or perhaps you’re just
dumb as fuck.

If you ask a Christian to choose between Jesus—the Jew—and his
heritage—his blood—, a true Christian will always choose his
crucified criminal Jew, at the expense of his own blood.

And that’s all you need the know, really, about Christians and
Christianity; their loyalties and whether they are a resource for
Europe.

If you ask me though, to choose between Odin and my blood, I can
tell you that Odin is my blood.

My blood is Odin.

If you accuse me of being divisive when we need ‘unity’, I can tell
you that I only want unity with true Europeans.

I don’t want unity with Marxists, Liberals, Capitalists,
Communists, Muslims or Christians. They all fall into the same
category.

So when you Christians say ‘we have to unite against the Jews!’, I
can tell you: You Christians, you are the Jews.
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On Mauricio’s ladder

‘The most incisive and penetrating comment I’ve seen on this blog
for the past year. This deserves as wide a circulation as possible. I
was stuck on level 5 for many years, before finally throwing away
the Christian baggage. Now I’m at level 9’. —Edwin
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Bardamu in French!

And now, a native French speaker has taken
the trouble to translate Bardamu’s essay into
French.

It is a very important essay. Unlike Evropa
Soberana’s essay, which focuses on the
Ancient World (the origin of the tragedy, so
to speak), Bardamu provides a global and

comprehensive view of how Christian ethics metamorphosed into
liberalism, cultural Marxism and white ethno-suicide in recent
decades—the final metastasis of the old Judean-Roman war.

Whoever reads Bardamu’s essay, now also available in French
(which includes a critique of Kevin MacDonald) will understand
why Bardamu, Soberana and this site provide a different paradigm
for understanding Aryan decline than the one offered by white
nationalists. We are closer to Hitler’s after-dinner talks than what
Christian Americans (or Americans who sympathise with
Christianity, like MacDonald) are discussing in the forums of the
racialist right.

If any of you would like a slightly abridged version of Bardamu’s
essay in English in print, don’t forget that it appears in The Fair
Race’s Darkest Hour (see sidebar).
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Bardamu in Spanish

I am now translating, step by step, Ferdinand
Bardamu’s anti-Christian essay into Spanish.
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Perfect Christmas present!

The sixth part of the translation of Ferdinand
Bardamu’s essay on why Europeans should abandon
Christianity can now be read in the German section of

this site.

Bardamu’s entire essay can be the perfect Christmas present for
those racialists who are still unaware that the Jewish question and
the Christian question are two sides of the same coin.

Here are the links to the entire essay: in English and in German.
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Reflections of an Aryan woman, 64

In several talks the Führer confessed to owing much to his
opponents, especially to the Catholic Church, whose solid
structure and durability he admired, and, within the Church, to
the Jesuit Order, with its spiritual exercises and iron discipline.

He confessed to having borrowed from the Freemasons the
practice of secrecy, that very thing which made them strong and
dangerous in his eyes. He wanted, he said, to beat the Jews ‘with
their own weapons’, and declared, correctly, that ‘he who learns
nothing from his enemies is a fool’.[1]

But these contributions, however important they may have been,
would never have been enough to give true Hitlerism the
traditional character which I have tried, throughout these pages,
to bring out.

They wouldn’t have sufficed, because the Church and the
Freemasons as a whole (as spiritual groups) had been cut off from
the primordial Tradition for centuries; and because the Jews, as a
factor in the deliberate, organised levelling of all non-Jewish
humanity, could not, as such (that is, apart from the isolated,
apolitical individuals, thirsting for pure spirituality, who may exist
among them), represent anything but the Anti-Tradition: the
inspiring and directing brain of social subversion, itself a tangible
expression of subversion in the esoteric sense of the word.

Something else was needed, no longer borrowings from the
distorted, if not reversed, image of Tradition as it appears in the
organisations, and in the pseudo-religious, pseudo-racial
community, which National Socialist Germany had to combat; but
a powerful, effective, genuine link with Tradition, a link secured
and maintained by the only means by which it has ever been re-
established and consolidated: initiation.

If one thinks of the total rejection of modern prejudices, by which
Hitlerism opposes all political doctrines of our time as well as of
the centuries immediately preceding it; if one remembers the
dream of universal hierarchy, based above all on blood, which was
and remains his; and, above all, if one considers this resounding
negation of the Jacobin idea of the ‘rights of all men’ to at least
primary education, one cannot help but compare the spirit of the
Führer with that of the ancient legislators, the spokesmen of the
Gods.

In connection with Adolf Hitler’s suppression of idiots, mental
defectives and other human waste, and with the entire biological
selection effort carried out under his orders, especially within the
SS elite, I have evoked the laws that the Delphic Apollo once
dictated to Lycurgus. (The physical perfection that was demanded
of the volunteers of the Black Order immediately brings to mind
that which the same God, the Aryan par excellence, demanded of
his priests to whom poor eyesight, or a single tooth that required
care, barred the possibility of novitiate.)

The secrecy of all science, even of the profane, in the future
Hitlerian civilisation and the efforts already made under the Third
Reich to limit, as far as possible, the misdeeds of general
education—that ‘most corrosive poison’ of liberalism—evoke the
curse that, thousands of years ago and in all traditional societies,
was aimed at all those who would have divulged, especially to
people of impure blood, the knowledge which the priests had
given to them.

They recall the very old Laws of Manu and the formal prohibition
therein of teaching the science of the sacred books and the
incantatory formulae to the Shudras (and, even more, to the
Chandalas, Poukhasas, and other people of mixed blood).[2] The
Shudras were not allowed to learn the sacred books. The most
severe penalties were imposed in ancient India on the Arya who
would have allowed himself to utter a secret text in the presence of
a man of the servile castes, and on the Shudra, or half-breed, who
would have heard it, even without having listened. Similar laws
existed among all the peoples still attached, each through its blood
and scientific elite, to the original Tradition—all science being, at
that time, still ‘sacred’ and secret.

In his galling book, which is full of unintentional tributes to the
Führer—the most malicious criticisms are, in fact, unnoticed
praises—Hermann Rauschning describes Hitlerism as ‘the
irruption of the primitive world into the West’.[3]
 

______ 卐 ______

 
Editor’s note: Given that by the time I began
to familiarise myself with the racialist right,
American National Socialism was already
dying (Matt Koehl would die in 2014), what
was left in the white nationalist forums is
what we may call ‘the Boy Scouts view of the
Nazis’. This comical regression in the US was
nothing other than the final triumph of

Judeo-Christian ethics before the broken statue of the real God of
the Aryan man, Apollo. Savitri continues:
 

______ 卐 ______

 
In reality, it is not the ‘primitive world’ that is at issue here—not,
at least, the ‘primitive world’ in the sense that Rauschning
understands it—but the primordial world: the world before any
break with the more-than-human Tradition.

The ‘savages’ to whom the Christian alludes, furious at having
taken the wrong path, are by no means ‘primitives’ but
degenerates: precisely what the West, which has just rejected the
last of its Saviours, is heading for. The civilisation that the latter
would have founded, if Europe hadn’t shown that it was already
‘too late’, had all the features of those powerful recoveries that
occur throughout the cycle, each time shorter, but always inspired
by the same nostalgia for the increasingly unthinkable Golden
Age, the Age of Truth.

Certainly, irresistible forces, essentially telluric, possessed the
fascinated crowds at the call of Adolf Hitler. And the grandiose
night parades, by torchlight, to the sound of war songs, drums and
brass bands gave off a real collective spell.

Why not? This too was part of the art of awakening immemorial
instincts, of returning to Nature with its depth richness and
innocence, after centuries of lies and emasculation. Despite this, it
was not ‘the drumming of the savage peoples’ which, as
Rauschning writes, dominated the shifting structure of the Third
Reich and above all the thinking and aspirations of the Führer and
the great leaders, known or hidden, of the S.S. Order, the elite
within the elite. It was the eternal ‘music of the spheres’ of which
Plato spoke, mute to carnal ears but everywhere present: subtle,
indestructible, hovering even over Germany in flames, even over
the degraded Europe after the disaster of 1945.

And those who were (and are) able to grasp its rhythm heard it—
and were to continue to hear it after the defeat—even before the
dwarfs disguised as ‘judges’ of the post-war carnival courts; even
at the foot of the gallows, and in the concentration camps of the
victors; even in the bending of the ‘consumer society’ imposed on
the dismembered Reich and the colony Europe of the United
States: a society with empty arsenals and full pantries, as
demanded by the Jews, who had not forgotten anything but, alas,
they learned a lot since the time of the Weimar Republic.

For that which is eternal cannot be destroyed. And the initiate is
the one who lives in the eternal, and acts in the name of the very
principles that govern the universe. A Hindu who, at the beginning
of the Second World War and even before, had hailed in the
person of Adolf Hitler an ‘avatar of Vishnu’ and the ‘chief of all
Aryas’, told me that he recognised him as such by the fact that he
wanted ‘to give back to the caste system its original meaning and
then extend it to the whole world’. In him, he said, had reappeared
the One who, a few thousand years ago, declared to the hero
Arjuna: ‘From Me have emanated the four castes, created by the
different distribution of qualities’.[4]

This ties in and confirms all that I have just said: the initiate being
consciously identical with the Principle of all being or non-being,
(having ‘realised’ the identity of his essence with Him).

____________

[1] Rauschning (op. cit.). page 266. 

[2] Laws of Manu, Book IV, 80-81. 

[3] Rauschning (op. cit.) page 287. 

[4] The Bhagawad-Gîta, IV, Verse 13.
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For the donation button,
see the bottom of this

page.

‘In committing the
matricide of Europe,
Anglo-Americans heaped
up their own funeral pyre’.

Video above: German Art
Day in Munich 1939
uncommented and in
colour, but try to imagine
this parade, instead of the
music they play, with a
background of Richard
Wagner’s music for reasons
expressed in this post. The
nymphs, the Reich’s
treasure, don’t appear until
after the 20th minute.

“Only when you ask a
thousand random whites
‘Who’s the greatest White
man that ever lived?’ and
they all answer ‘Adolf
Hitler’, will you know the
White race has been saved.
Not ‘Julius Caesar’. Not
‘Alexander’. Hitler.”

—Mauricio

In Spanish:

La hora más oscura
para la raza blanca

In German:

Die schwärzeste
Stunde des Westens

 

PDF of my book Daybreak
here, hard copy here. The
Fair Race is also available
through Lulu (PDF here,
hard copy here).

On Beth’s cute tits, an
exposé on feminism, is
available as PDF, and hard
copy.

On exterminationism is
available as PDF, and hard
copy.

Don’t try to get The Fair
Race via Amazon or Barnes
& Noble. Amazon and
others are selling a pirated,
outdated copy before I
removed and added several
articles, and copiously
checked the Spanish to
English translations.

Books by Editor of his site
that contain no essays from
other writers:

PDF: here. Hard copy: here

Hard copy available : here

For my books in Spanish
click: here.

Site in a nutshell: here.

Women understood: here.

See Himmler’s and William
Pierce’s quotable quotes

about Christianity
(here and here).

To contextualise our
criticism of Christianity, see
Richard Carrier’s study on
the inexistence of Jesus
(watch conference: here):

When your god is Jewish,
you can potentially end up
in a runaway philo-Semitic
downward spiral, precisely
what happened to the US.

‘The strongest trees are
rooted in the dark places…’

Thomas Goodrich’s
Hellstorm is the most
important book of the 21st
century.

The above book is about
the Holocaust perpetrated
by the Allied forces on the
Germans (here).

Here: an SS pamphlet
explaining National
Socialism.

“1945 was the year of the
total inversion of Aryan
values into Christian
values.” —Joseph Walsh

“With the death of Adolf
Hitler in the close of the
2nd World War in 1945
Western civilization, as it
had existed and is still
perceived DIED once and for
all. The only thing that was
left now was a gene pool.”
—James Mason

“The fall of Stalingrad is the
finish of Europe. There was
a cataclysm. The core of it
all was Stalingrad. There
you can say it was finished
and well finished, the white
civilisation.” —L.F. Céline

To unplug yourself from the
Matrix you really need to
undemonize Adolf Hitler,
Heinrich Himmler, National
Socialism and the Third
Reich. Click here to hit ten
articles on vital info about
the Second World War that
the controlled media
concealed from you.

Gens alba conservanda est
(“The white race must be

preserved”)

The collapse of the
dollar that is
coming will mark

the beginning of the end of
America’s economic and
cultural hegemony over
Europe.

“The sign of the times is
degeneracy. This term—
degeneracy—sums up all
that is happening to the
West.”
 

CONTACT:

karellen2001(at)gmail.com

 

‘RACISM’:

On the origin of the word

‘racist’

The word ‘racism’ from the

Nietzschean viewpoint

Read this section from Wm.
Pierce’s Who We Are about
the West’s darkest hour.
 

For a couple of articles on

Richard Wagner and LOTR

click on pics below:

 

The Jewish Problem
(Jewish authors):

Larry Auster’s unpublished
chapter

Excerpts of Esau’s Tears

 
The Jewish Problem (non-
Jewish authors):

Definition of anti-Semitism

The Culture of Critique’s
Preface
 

Above & below: Parrish’s
Arcadian paintings.

‘Racism’ is just an
expression of evolution. All
species go through racial
separation on their path to
speciation. No exceptions.

In humans racist is just a
person who loves his race,
for example the nymphs on
this sidebar. But in today’s
mad West the term ‘racist’
de facto means someone
who loves the white race to
the point of wanting to
preserve it.

Above, another Maxfield
Parrish painting. Below, a
novel of the creator of the
fourteen words.

 
Who’s the editor of this
site? — See a Metapedia
article that a German wrote
about me: here.
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 
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4 words Christian
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“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix. It’s
there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do all
it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that it’s
a bit of software meant to
disable our enemy
recognition module.
Christianity preaches blind
love, and that love is
murdering the West”.

– Alex Linder
 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as to
desert them for the Jews?”
—Emperor Julian to the
Christians

Regarding why we say that
Christianity and the JQ are
one and the same, see this
passage from The Fair Race.

When you forbid your
enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.

The deep-seated death-
wish that seems to have
taken hold of the collective
subconscious psyche of the
Aryan race after Hitler’s
death is I believe a
consequence of centuries of
Jewish brainwashing via
Christianity and its secular
offshoots.

Once the majority of Aryans
had rejected Hitler they
embraced what remained of
Christianity, Christian
ethics, with a vengeance.
Aryans are aware of what
our race is capable of
becoming from the photos
and films of NS Germany
and many of them hate and
fear their own race’s
potential for greatness due
to attachment to an
irrational morality and so
our race is in a sort of self-
destruct mode.

If the National Socialists had
won the Second World War
our race would not have
entered into this intense
struggle to overcome the
oldest and most effective
weapon of the Jews,
Christianity. So this post-
1945 struggle with the
mental disease of
Christianity does serve a
purpose in that it will either
destroy us for good or
make us even stronger.

Before Aryans can annihilate
the biological Jew on the
physical level they must
destroy the alien Jewish
mind virus on the mental
level by overcoming
Christian morality. —Joseph
Walsh

Sooner or later the world
will recognise that Hitler
was right and that until the
West accepts this fact, they
will continue their ongoing
self-destruction, especially
in the US and the UK.

Either way, massive
destruction is unavoidable
because after the Second
World War the Allies must
pay a massive karmic debt.

Whatever you want to call it,
thinking you can aid in
saving the white race while,
at the same time, bending
the knee to Jewish deities
(Yahweh and Yeshua) is
some kind of combination
of insane, dishonest,
cowardly, naive, or very
stupid. To bottom line it, it
won’t and can’t work.

‘White nationalists have
failed because trying to stir
up anti-semitism in a
culture shaped by almost
two thousand years of
Christian delusion and a
white race imbued with the
conviction that a Jew is God
is a fool’s errand’. —R.M.
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